
„Not only does the very reasonably priced CEOL Piccolo 
play anything you’d care to listen to from wherever you 
might like to get it from – it does so with aplomb.“ // 
What Hi-Fi? // January 2013 (Web) // 5 Star Review

„Full, natural and always enjoyable sound, vast format 
support, Spotify and AirPlay“ What Hi-Fi? // March 
2013 (Print) // First Test Review

„Mini system marvel“ // T3 // February 2013 (Web) // 
5 Star Review

„Entertainment Gadget of the Year“ // T3 // August 
2013 // Gadget Award Finalist

„This no-compromise system melts classic hi-fi quality 
with everything the discerning, digital music needs …“ 
// T3 // October 2013 // „101 Gadgets you can‘t live 
without“

„The sounds was warm and spacious with low to 
medium— bitrate music … high quality looks and 
sound“ // The Sunday Times // March 2013 // „The 
cat that got the Stream“ Review

„A modern take on a classic Hi-Fi“ // London Evening 
Standard // April 2013 // „Look no wires. Design 
Trends“ Review

„It’s near enough impossible to fault the Piccolo 
musically“ // BBC Music Choice Award // April 2013 
// 5 Star Review

„Sublime Sound Quality“ // Trusted Reviews // 
September 2013 // 9/10

„This mini system fulfills all expectations of a young but 
challenging audience: the Piccolo rocks competently 
and easily.“ // Audio // Issue 12/12 // Evaluation: 
must buy

„A diminutive standard-bearer for the next-gen micro 
hi-fi, the Denon’s got Spotify, a control app and it’ll 
stream your own tunes …“ // Stuff // June 2013 (Print) 
// 5 Star Review

„Compact, Spotify and AirPlay connectivity, sounds 
good despite the size“ // Pocket-lint // June 2013 // 
Review

„No other manufacturer prepares its products for the era 
of digital music  so consistently as Denon.“ // SFT //

„Small price, Big features“ // mixmag // May 2013 // 
5 Star Review 
Issue 12/12 // Evaluation: very good

„The Perfect mini hi-fi for the modern home“ // 
Computer Shopper // August 2013 // Best Buy 
Award

„This sleek easy-to-use streaming music system is 
the perfect mini hi-fi for the modern home!“ // Expert 
Reviews // August 2013 // 5 Star Review

„Plays a huge amount of musical sources and at the 
same time offers a 1A sound quality.“ // MacLife // 
Issue 12/12 // Evaluation: 1,3

CEOL PICCOLO. 
Network Music System
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Born to work on the network, the Ceol Piccolo comes with Internet radio, network audio streaming, Apple AirPlay, Spotify music service 
support, gapless playback and WiFi on board. Such a load of quality and talent does not remain undiscovered. Here’s what Europe’s 
experts have to say.
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Love the Ceol Piccolo but also love analogue 
radio and CDs? Check out the Ceol!



The Ceol is a sleekly designed all-in-one unit, playing an incredibly versatile range of sources. Equipped with AirPlay, built-in WiFi 
antenna, gapless playback on 192 kHz / 24 bit file support and the ability to wireless streaming via iOS and Android. What rounds up 
this 360° music experience: the analogue tuner and CD drive. Check out how experts praise the Freedom of Music.

„The RCD-N8’s sound quality is superb … its sound is remarkably refined, but not 
clinically so – it’s also warm and punchy, with satisfying depth in the low frequencies 
without making the overall sound muddy or overpowering. That’s quite a skill.“

„The Denon CEOL RCD-N8 greatly improves upon its predecessor, the RCD-N7, a 
bulked-up feature list and even better sound performance. Music sounds punchy and 
polished, while its network talents and operating system are impressive“ //  Trusted 
Reviews // September 2013/9/10 Review // Evaluation: Recommended

„Here Denon offers a small but nice network system which pleasantly sets itself apart 
from a lot of potential alternatives.“ // www.areadvd.de // December 2012

„Denon’s new Ceol preserves the sound quality ideal of its predecessor!“ // Audio Test 
// Issue 3/2013 // Evaluation: very good

„[…] Denon hereby impressively demonstrates how an old concept and new 
technologies can sensibly complement one another.“ //  HDTV // Issue 3/2013 // 
Evaluation: test winner

„An improved high gloss finish, AirPlay, Gapless Playback, HD-Audiostreaming and 
Spotify are the pillars  which the new Ceol can rely on: very good.“ // Digital Tested // 
Issue 3/2013 // Evaluation: very good & test winner
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Love the Ceol but don’t need 
analogue radio and CDs?

Check out the Ceol Piccolo!

CEOL. 
Network Music System

WHAT THE EXPERTS SAY:


